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ABSTRACT
Aim/Purpose

To understand the process of social change creation in social entrepreneurial ventures (SEVs), specifically emphasizing the role and nature of the
communicative process in social change creation.

Background

Drawing on data from seven SEVs from India and the US and employing a
grounded theory methodology, this research scrutinizes the social change
process and uncovers the role and characteristics of dialogue in this process.

Methodology

Qualitative data was collected from seven social entrepreneurial organizations over a period of eight months from July 2011 to February 2012. Semistructured interviews were conducted with a wide range of members within
these social entrepreneurial organizations (n=27) with additional informal
interviews with field workers and volunteers. Data from the semi-structured
interviews and notes from observations were integrated with analyses of
archival resources.

Contribution

There is little scholarship about the process of social change creation and
the necessary conditions to promote social change over time. Understanding
the process of social change creation and the individual, interpersonal, and
organizational conditions that facilitate the process is central to design of
effective trans-sector TD problem solving ventures. This paper focuses on
the process of social change creation in social entrepreneurial settings, specifically emphasizing the role and nature of the communicative process in
social change creation.

Findings

The reflections and experiences of the members of SEVs revealed that social entrepreneurship is a collective endeavor and this collective character is
essential to its success. Collective organization and synergy, deep intraThis paper is one in a Special Series on Transdisciplinary Communication
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organizational communication, and a conducive organizational context are
critical for the creation of collective wisdom and knowledge networks for longterm collaborative community capacity building. Dialogue emerged as a central category linking the other categories to explain the process of social
change creation. Organic organizational structure enables knowledge creation
and integration through the process of organizational learning through deep and
continuous social interaction, or dialogue.
Recommendations
for Practitioners

This research elucidated the key characteristics of the organizational context
required to support the creation of social change. It also identified the critical role and characteristics of the communicative process required to generate structural knowledge and collective wisdom at the organizational level.

Recommendations
for Researchers
and Society

For individual and organizational learning, trans-sector transdisciplinary organizations require an appropriate organizational context. Key elements of such an
organizational context include (1) understanding the ecology of the social problem; (2) organic organizational structure; (3) continuous and deep social interaction
among all levels of the organization; (4) employee and community autonomy and empowerment; and (5) attention to subtle environmental changes in the system. These elements in combination lead to the creation of collective wisdom. Collective wisdom then feeds back into the conception, planning, and action stages of the
iterative cycle of organizational knowledge creation to create positive social
change.

Future Research

Future research model theoretically and study empirically the ecology of
social entrepreneurship and trans-sector TD problem solving more broadly.
For example, the ways in the personal attributes of social entrepreneurs (e.g.,
their leadership style, networking abilities) combine with circumstances at
organizational, institutional, and international levels to influence the effectiveness of their efforts to promote positive social change within local and
global communities. Second, the grounded theoretical framework developed
here should be further refined and elaborated through the identification of
additional key contextual factors that affect SEVs’ capacity to promote positive social change and to achieve sustainability in different socioenvironmental contexts. There is also a need to translate the findings from
this research to facilitate the creation of more inclusive problem solving
contexts and practices.
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INTRODUCTION
Transformative and sustained social change remains elusive despite unprecedented efforts by transnational development institutions like the United Nations, federal and local governments, and the
social sector to tackle global problems like extreme poverty, hunger, and disease. At the UN Millennium Development Summit in the year 2000, world leaders took stock of global challenges and proposed eight goals as a blueprint for the world’s countries and leading development institutions to
drastically mitigate the most pressing societal challenges of our time by the year 2015 and create
transformative social change (e.g., reducing extreme poverty by 50%, providing universal primary
education). These Millennium Development Goals (MDG) spurred unprecedented efforts by governments and the social sector to tackle these problems. By 2015, while there was progress on all of
the indicators based on the MDG targets, most goals were not achieved (Galatsidas & Sheehy, 2015;
United Nations, 2015). In its progress report on the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the
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UN identified four critical limitations in governmental and institutional approaches to addressing
societal problems and creating social change. These were (1) inadequate emphasis on the role of local
government participation in the problem solving process; (2) lack of diversity of stakeholders in the
problem solving process and insufficient understanding of the relationships among them; (3) weak
institutional capacity because of lack of diversity of participants from diverse sectors (government,
civil society, business); and (4) a deficit of culturally sensitive and contextually compatible approaches
to societal problems (United Nations Development Group, 2014).
A large body of research has similarly identified the critical importance of participatory and culturally sensitive approaches, the need for building institutional capacity through inter-sectoral partnerships, including partnerships with the private sector, and participatory monitoring and accountability
in solving complex societal problems (Austin, 2000; Barringer & Harrison, 2000; Bovaird, 2004;
Child & Faulkner, 1998; Peredo & Chrisman, 2006). Other research has uncovered implicit prerequisite conditions entrenched in these approaches, such as the reliance on long term external funding
and political commitment to institute structural and policy changes (Trivedi, 2010). For example,
scores of NGOs work with communities to improve personal and public health through personal
and home hygiene education. Nevertheless, their success rates are low as personal health is closely
tied to sanitary conditions of the community. Structural conditions such as the lack of proper sewage
disposal systems seriously undermine their efforts in health promotion and disease prevention (UN
News Center, 2013).
Despite the broad scope of this literature, there is little scholarship about the process of social
change creation and the necessary conditions to promote social change over time. This paper focuses
on the process of social change creation in a specific type of complex problem solving organization,
namely social entrepreneurial ventures (SEVs), with an emphasis on the role and nature of the communicative process in social change creation. We address two primary questions: What is the process
of social change creation in trans-sector TD problem solving organizations? What contextual conditions support the process of social change creation? In the following sections, we define trans-sector
transdisciplinary problem solving and social entrepreneurship, and summarize the literature on social
change creation in the context of social entrepreneurial ventures to provide background and context
for the present research.

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND TRANS-SECTOR
TRANSDISCIPLINARY PROBLEM SOLVING
In recent decades, the potential of social entrepreneurship for addressing intractable societal problems has gained tremendous momentum throughout the world evidenced by large investments in
social entrepreneurial ventures by foundations such as Ashoka, Schwab, and Skoll (Ashoka,n.d.;
Schwab Foundation, n.d.; Skoll Foundation, n.d.). Because of their unique combination of private
structure and public purpose, their generally smaller scale, connections to citizens, flexibility and capacity to tap private initiative in support of public purposes, social entrepreneurial ventures (SEVs)
have surfaced as strategically important potential partners in the effort to forge new solutions to existing social problems (Trivedi & Stokols, 2011).
SEVs are collaborative and participatory organizational forms whose goal is to address long standing
social problems and facilitate sustained positive social change (Trivedi & Stokols, 2011). Included among the
objectives of such organizations are providing goods and services that the market or public sector is
either unwilling or unable to provide, developing skills, creating employment, and fostering pathways
for the integration of socially excluded people (Martin & Osberg, 2015; Trivedi, 2010; Trivedi &
Stokols, 2011). In fact, recognized social needs, market failure and repeated unsuccessful attempts by
the government to address socio-environmental problems are the primary reasons for the existence
of SEVs. While SEVs can provide private means to pursue public good, their core aim is to address
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deep-rooted social problems and social injustice, reverse societal imbalance, and transform the structural and political system through processes of social change creation and sustenance.
SEVs are characterized by a particular type of trans-sector transdisciplinary (TD) problem solving
(Klein, 2010) in which a diversity of members, organizations, and stakeholders contribute knowledge,
skills, expertise, and other resources and cooperate for democratic and holistic solutions to societal
problems (TD Net, 2009). While one strand of trans-sector TD problem solving centers on academic collaborations between universities and industrial/private sectors to address scientific or translational problems, SEVs are characterized by a different type of TD problem solving. Here members
from different sectors of society (including academia, non-profits, governmental organizations, forprofits, and individual community members) collaborate using deliberative democratic practices
(Fischer, 2012) to address complex social problems like environmental sustainability and poverty (TD
Net, 2009). In this sense, trans-sector TD problem solving transcends the relatively narrow scope of
individual societal sectors through the creation of hybrid knowledge systems, synthesizing technical
or scientific, political, economic and local knowledge systems, toward the resolution of social problems.
In order to contextualize problems, understand the linkages among problems, and identify leverage
points for interventions SEVs are characterized by democratic and participatory modes of collaboration (Nowotny, Scott, & Gibbons, 2001) to draw on the experience of community members, employees and partners to create “socially robust knowledge” (Klein, 2010) that creates collaborative capacity. Toward that goal, SEVs develop group objectives and shared aims and decision-making power is
distributed and not based on capital ownership (Bull, 2008; Dart, 2004). SEVs rely on high quality
leaders (Orloff, 2002), who embrace end values such as liberty, social justice, and equality (J. M.
Burns, 1978) to foster feelings of community, value-added collaboration, and collective purpose
among employees and partners, and mobilize interpersonal and professional networks to create economic and social capital by encouraging citizen engagement and empowering individuals and communities (Bornstein, 2007; Dees, 2001; Martin & Osberg, 2007; Thompson, 2002; Trivedi & Stokols,
2011; Waddock & Post, 1991). From this perspective, SEVs can be conceptualized as exemplar TD
systems that are social, collaborative, and collective in their orientation toward addressing complex
social problems.
While there is some clarity about the goals and purposes of SEVs and their defining features, very
little is understood about the process by which they address societal problems and create sustained
positive social change. Many researchers have emphasized the innovativeness of the solution as a key
contributing factor (Alvord, Brown, & Letts, 2004; Ashoka.org; Bornstein, 2007; Dees, 2001; Mair &
Martí, 2006; Schwab Foundation, n.d.; Wei-Skillern, Austin, Leonard, & Stevenson, 2007). However,
in examining how these organizations have overcome struggles and challenges they have faced over
time, it becomes obvious that it takes more than just a brilliant idea to create and sustain social
change (Bhatt, 2005; Bornstein & Davis, 2010; Martin & Osberg, 2015; Trivedi, 2010; Trivedi &
Stokols, 2011). For example, it took the Grameen bank in Bangladesh and Self Employed Women’s
Association (SEWA) in India (both organizations dedicated to uplifting the social status of women)
years before they saw the impacts of their work on women’s empowerment (Bhatt, 2005; Hulme,
2008). For example, the Grameen bank provided micro-credit loans to impoverished people who did
not have access to the banking system, which enabled them to start small businesses and become part
of the financial system. For the first time in the history of the banking industry, banks went door to
door to the customers to collect money, demonstrating their flexibility and willingness to change their
collection system. They also developed educational programs to promote saving among their customers. Later, they realized the advantages and transformative potential of granting loans to women
(over men) and its impact on women’s status in their families and society (Rahman, 1999; Yunus &
Jolis, 2007). Their innovative idea was successful because it was supported by the organizational
structure. Understanding the process of social change creation and the individual, interpersonal, and
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organizational conditions that facilitate the process is central to design of effective trans-sector TD
problem solving ventures.
Prior grounded theory development efforts have focused on the how SEVs conceptualize social
problems. This research has revealed that systems thinking and scientific holism in the conceptualization of social problems are critical factors in the creation of social change (Trivedi & Misra, 2015).
These findings are briefly summarized in the following section before moving on to describe the current research, which scrutinizes the role and nature of dialogue and the contextual conditions that
support dialogue in the social change process.

TOWARD SOCIAL CHANGE: UNDERSTANDING THE ECOLOGY OF
THE SOCIAL PROBLEM
Since social change is produced by the same factors that produce continuity, one needs to understand
the process of social continuity to understand social change creation (Calhoun, 2000). Social continuity is closely linked to prevailing social norms, specifically collective social norms. Social norms are
evaluative beliefs that synthesize affective and cognitive elements to orient people to the world in
which they live. Social norms are beliefs about the acceptability of behavior. Norms are linked to and
reinforced by existential beliefs about human nature, the human condition, and interpersonal relations. Thus, a major cause of resistance to social change is individuals’ beliefs in the value of existing
social norms (Lewin, 1951). To bring about social change, we need to understand the value individuals place on the norms of the ‘collective’. Collective social norms are rooted in the relationship between social action and social structure and can only be understood and influenced by understanding
the interconnections between the components of a social system in which social problems are embedded. However, this view has yet to be empirically explored in the context of complex problem
solving in social enterprises. Prior research has found that SEVs recognize, expose, and address the
underlying structure that leads to patterns of behavior in the system (Trivedi, 2013; Trivedi & Misra,
2015). Identifying these interconnections requires identifying focal points in the social context where
these interconnections occur—an important first step for influencing social norms (Ensminger &
Knight, 1997).
SEVs, as collaborative entities, are unique in the way they frame and approach complex social problems. Social entrepreneurs are especially skilled systems thinkers and understand what we term the
ecology of the social problem. The ecology of social problems means the relationship and interaction between a social problem and its context, which includes other social problems (Trivedi & Misra, 2015).
Systems thinking enables them to understand the forces at play in the social system and reveals the
underlying structure of the system allowing SEVs to identify leverage points. Social problems are
invariably entrenched in the particular social, physical, political, economic, and cultural contexts and
are interlinked with other social problems forming an ecosystem. The way in which a society defines
their social problems determines the life cycle of the problem, how they are approached, and what is
done about them. This is a highly contested process as it deals with divergent and conflicting interests, intentions, and objectives. This interplay of interests influences a society’s approach to defining
and addressing the social problem (Blumer, 1971).
Effective SEVs conceptualize society as a complex social system in order to develop a holistic understanding of the social problem. According to general systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1950, 1952),
society can be understood as a complex configuration of many systems engaged in overlapping and
interlocking patterns of relationships with one another. These subsystems are generally arranged in a
hierarchy and work in an integrated fashion to accomplish the goal of the system (Dörner, 1997;
Sawyer, 2005). Complex social systems generally have more than one subsystem connected to each
other. Each such subsystem has its own boundaries, goals, and input and output processes and continually exchanges feedback with other subsystems. Since each system/subsystem interacts with their
environment, they are considered open or dynamic systems. A high functioning system continually
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exchanges feedback among various subsystems to ensure that they are closely aligned to achieve the
overall goals of the system. When this is achieved, the system can move from its original state to a
more desired state (Dörner, 1997). Conceptualizing social problems in this way allows SEVs to comprehend which entities and stakeholders should be involved while developing a solution to the problem (Trivedi & Misra, 2015).
Social entrepreneurs often reflect on their own behavior, comment critically on it, and make efforts
to modify it (Trivedi, 2013) in an effort to identify imporant stakeholders and gain structural
knolwedge about the social system. They conceptualize the ecology of the social problem incrementally through a cyclical thought process of conception, planning, and action. Social entrepreneurs
structure their thoughts by asking more ‘why’ questions than ‘what’ questions to help them understand the dynamic structure of the social problem (Trivedi, 2013). Jayeshbhai Patel of Manav Sadhna,
a social entrepreneurial organization in Ahmedabad, India committed to uplifting underserved children, explains:
I wanted to know why urban slum kids are not interested in education and going to
school. So I visited the schools and found that they suffer from an inferiority complex. Whenever they are not able to answer the question asked by the teacher, the
teacher would insult them. Eventually they would stop going to school and start
working on the street. Working as a child laborer, they have their freedom, have
enough money to buy and eat food, and can freely go anywhere they want. They like
such freedom. And they also start gaining respect from their parents as they start
earning. This simple quest to find the reason made the whole structure of interconnections visible.
Social problems are not isolated entities, but one or more highly organized systems that interact with
and depend on each other. These inter-relations are highly abstract and opaque in nature and are controlled by their internal dynamic making them even harder to identify (Dörner, 1997). SEVs that are
successful in creating social change are capable of understanding the non-linearity of cause and effect that are or may be distant in time and space (Trivedi & Misra, 2015). Moreover, there are other
intangible and unfamiliar factors such as the social, political, environmental, and cultural context that
may alter these systems creating closed loop structures. In such cases, effects feedback to change one
or more of the causes and therefore causes affect other causes. In the example of the slum children
served by Manav Sadhna, gaining economic freedom and respect from their parents are examples
closed-loop structures (effects feedback to one or more causes). Understanding this nonunidirectional relationship between cause and effect, along with how dominance among causes may
change over time is vital to understanding the ecology of the social problem and facilitating social
change.
Understanding these interactions and interrelations between the subsystems is what Dörner (1997)
terms structural knowledge – the knowledge of how the variables in a system are related and how they
influence one another. Structural knowledge is essential for complex problem solving (Jonassen,
Beissner, & Yacci, 1993). Comprehending the social system’s structure involves (1) organizational
knowledge creation and learning that stems from understanding the ecology of social problems and
(2) the ability to sense changes in signals from the environment, both internal and external, and adapt
accordingly and in a timely manner. Understanding a complex social problem is an iterative process,
understood progressively at various levels of analysis (individual, organizational, societal) requiring
the coordinated effort of many different actors and integration of activities across functions and
knowledge domains. Such ecological knowledge enhances SEVs’ ability to recognize and identify the
structure of the social problem and structural patterns or archetypes that help them discover constraints and bottlenecks in the system, and devise ways to transform these bottlenecks into leverage
points to facilitate social change (Trivedi & Misra, 2015). The case of SEWA Bank, India, described
later in the article, explicates the process of social change creation.
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The research reported here focuses on the role and nature of the communicative process in social
change creation in the context of SEVs. Drawing on data from seven SEVs from India and the US
and employing a grounded theory methodology, this research scrutinizes the social change process
and uncovers the role and characteristics of dialogue in this process. We find that under the appropriate organizational conditions, dialogue is the glue that links together three conditions necessary for social
change– conceptualizing the ecology of social problems (structural knowledge creation) (Trivedi & Misra,
2015), community empowerment, and collaborative capacity (Trivedi, 2013). In understanding the dialogic
process and qualities of dialogue, we propose a grounded theoretical conceptual framework linking
dialogue to the creation of knowledge networks and collective wisdom, which collectively lead to the
creation of positive social change. This framework also elaborates on the organizational conditions
that support dialogue in social entrepreneurial organizations as revealed by our research.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research draws on a larger research project on how SEVs create sustained social change (Trivedi,
2013). A grounded theory approach was used with theoretical sampling (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to
understand the local interaction and meanings as related to the social context in which they occur. In
grounded theory development, the process of data collection is controlled by the emerging theory.
This approach is particularly well suited to studying local interaction and meanings as related to the
social context in which they occur. It places more emphasis on participants’ own accounts of social
and psychological events and their associated local phenomenal and social worlds. Hence, this approach helps in understanding a phenomenon within the socio-political, cultural, economic, spatial,
and temporal context in which it occurs (Richardson, 1996). Grounded theory is generated by an
iterative process involving continual sampling and analysis of unstructured data collected from interviews,
participant observation, and archival research. There are two main components of grounded theory
development: (1) constant comparison of the data to the emerging theory and (2) the use of theoretical
sampling to build conceptual and theoretical depth of analysis.
“Theoretical sampling” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), in which the researcher selects individuals or groups
based on the relevance and expected level of novel insights for developing and elaborating the theory, offers
an appropriate sampling strategy for this research. In theoretical sampling, groups must be chosen
according to well-defined theoretical criteria and decisions about what data to collect next are based
on the knowledge drawn from prior material collected. Sampling and integration of material ceases
when “theoretical saturation” of a category or group of cases is reached, that is, new insights no
longer emerge. Thus, in this method of data collection, coding, and analyses are conducted simultaneously. For example, the objective of this research was to study different types of SEVs that vary in
their social missions, developmental trajectories, and socio-political, geographical, and cultural contexts to reveal the full range and variation of SEVs. We, therefore, strove for maximum variation in
the sample (Flick, 2002) and included cases that were as different as possible from each other (in
terms of their features, processes, and experiences). We selected seven SEVs in India and USA based
on their willingness to participate, availability, and potentially novel insights they were able provide to
the research.

M ETH OD
Qualitative data was collected from seven social entrepreneurial organizations over a period of eight
months from July 2011 to February 2012 (see Table 1). This research involved site visits to all seven
organizations. Site visits included visits to the headquarters or main office, satellite or field offices,
and the actual locations in which the SEVs work such as urban slums, schools, and workshops. Semistructured interviews were conducted with a wide range of members within these social entrepreneurial organizations (n=27), taking care to ensure that they have the necessary knowledge and experience to provide information relevant to the research. Approximately four to five members from
each organization participated in this research. These included the social entrepreneurs/founders,
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executive directors, associate directors, coordinators, research coordinators, administrative staff,
health administrators, teachers, volunteers, interns, employees, site coordinators, and collaborators/partners. Additional informal interviews were conducted with twenty field workers and volunteers in all of these organizations. All participants in this research have consented to being identified
in publications by their real names. Each interview was approximately about 90 minutes long. Data
also included informal observations during group meetings and field trips in some of the organizations in a participant-observer role.
Table 1: List of organizations and description of their activities
ORGANIZATION

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

Delancey Street
Foundation, USA

Delancey Street is residential self-help organization for former substance abusers, exconvicts, homeless and others who have hit bottom. Delancey Street residents receive a
high school equivalency degree (GED) and are trained in three different marketable
skills. Beyond academic and vocational training, residents learn important values, and
the social and interpersonal skills that enable them to live successfully in the mainstream of society.

SAATH, India

SAATH is a non-governmental organization in Gujarat, India that utilizes marketbased strategies and facilitates participatory processes to create inclusive cities by empowering India’s urban and rural poor. SAATH’s one-stop, integrated services reach
over 100,000 slum dwellers in Ahmedabad, and many more in Gujarat and Rajasthan
states of India.

MAM Movies,
India

MAM Movies is an open source network of voluntary independent filmmakers who
use media, the arts and technology to inform, inspire and empower others to create
positive action in the world. They believe that inner transformation leads to outer
change. The aim is to bring these stories of inner transformation to the general public
through film making and other media (such as blogs).

Gramshree, India

The Gramshree Trust was established in 1995 by Anarben Patel to encourage the empowerment of underprivileged women through self-reliant activities. Gramshree provides women artisans in Gujarat a place where they can leverage their handicraft skills
to save and earn for their families. In 2002, Gramshree established a handicraft training
program and a production center. Today Gramshree works with 750 women in Gujarat, providing them with skill training, employment opportunities, and a chance to live
with dignity, financial security and self-reliance. In 2005, Gramshree opened a retail
outlet to establish a larger platform from which to market goods produced by women
and artisans.

Manav Sadhna,
India

Manav Sadhna, an NGO based at Gandhi Ashram-Ahmedabad works to assist and
uplift poor and needy children. Inspired by Gandhian philosophy, Manav Sadhna
works in the area of education, nutrition, alternatives to child labor and medical aid to
women and children living in the slums.

THINK Together,
USA

THINK Together is one of USA’s largest and leading non-profit providers of extended learning time programs (after-school, small group tutoring, summer learning, early
literacy, etc.) in California serving tens of thousands of students at several hundred
sites across the four-county region of Southern California (Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino Counties). THINK is an acronym that stands for Teaching,
Helping, and Inspiring & Nurturing Kids. THINK Together’s mission is to provide
high-quality, academically oriented out-of-school programs for students regardless of
race, creed, or socioeconomic status.
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ORGANIZATION

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

The Self-Employed
Women’s
Association
(SEWA), India

SEWA is an organization of poor, self-employed women workers with 700,000 members who have full employment (mainly through small businesses) and are ensured
income, food, work, social security, health and child care, old age benefits, as well as
banking and legal services. By providing these employment opportunities, the SEWA
movement has raised the status of women individually and collectively. The SEWA
model has been successfully replicated not only in urban and rural India but also in
other socio-political and cultural contexts such as in South Africa, Turkey, and Yemen.

Data Analytic Strategies
Data from the semi-structured interviews and notes from observations were integrated with analyses
of archival resources. The archival analysis examined popular media and academic articles about the
organization, the organization’s website, financial strategy and portfolios, and annual reports pertaining to the organizational structure and goals, financial strategies, as well as the organization’s
achievements. The documented textual interview data and the archival material were coded, analyzed,
and categorized through the “theoretical coding” procedure described by Glaser and Strauss (1967).
In the process of interpreting the data and comparing the different cases and processes, coding procedures including “open coding”, “axial coding”, and “selective coding” were used (Flick, 2002).
“Open coding” aimed to identify themes/categories and associated subcategories emerging from the
data (Flick, 2002). The goal therefore was to create multi-dimensional categories from which a preliminary framework for analysis can be generated. Open coding was achieved by analyzing the interview text line by line, by each sentence or by each paragraph. In this research, organic organizational
structure and context, ecological understanding of the social problem, and dialogue emerged as the primary categories through which SEVs create and sustain social change. Further sub-categories emerged from
the process of “axial coding”, in which the goal was to refine and differentiate the categories that
emerged from open coding and detect and uncover relationships between the categories and subcategories. For example, within the primary category of dialogue, tacit to explicit knowledge creation,
skilled facilitation using metaphorical language, and preserving organizational values through dialogue emerged as
secondary categories. Figure 1 (later in this article) shows the relationships between the various categories and sub-categories that emerged in this research.
“Selective coding” is the last step of coding that aimed to identify and elaborate the core rubrics or
constructs that were used to group the categories developed earlier through open and axial coding
(Flick, 2002). Since the process of gathering and incorporating additional data ended as theoretical
saturation was reached, this phase facilitated development of a theory and identified and explained
patterns in the data and the conditions under which these applied. For example, one way in which
selective coding was used in the present research was to explain the organizational conditions under
which large-scale positive social change is created and sustained and the contextual conditions that
facilitate and/or constrain the social change creation process, based on the categories, subcategories,
and relationships between them found through open and axial coding.
Cross-validation measures such as data triangulation were used to gain a deeper understanding of the
organizations and groups participating in this study. For example, in addition to the interviews of the
leaders or social entrepreneurs, this research analyzed (1) archival data -- including objective data such
as financial portfolios and annual reports of the organization; (2) the mission or vision statement of
the organization; (3) past organizational and strategic decisions; and (4) interviews of multiple stakeholders, collaborators, and employees. In this way, theoretical coding and interpretation of the interview and archival data were enriched and corroborated.
We applied Flick’s (2014) principle of sequentiality to navigate through the variety of data sources in this
research. This means that we followed the data from beginning to end following its temporal development so that the categories emerge, rather than looking for excerpts for substantiating pre-
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conceived categories. Our data analysis therefore aimed to classify and interpret the data to make
statements about implicit and explicit dimensions, structures, routines, and practices of meaningmaking in the interview, archival, and observational material. Our final aim was to arrive at generalizable statements by comparing various materials or various texts or several cases. Therefore, the
quotes and examples provided below serve as exemplars and are not meant to represent the sole data
source that substantiates the emergent categories.

FINDINGS AND EMERGING THEORY
The reflections and experiences of the members of social entrepreneurial ventures revealed that social entrepreneurship is a collective endeavor and this collective character is essential to its success.
Collective organization and synergy, deep intra-organizational communication, and a conducive organizational context are critical for the creation of collective wisdom and knowledge networks for long-term
collaborative community capacity building. The theory emerged as the relationships between the
concepts combined into an integrated framework that explained the process of social change creation (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Dialogue emerged as a central category linking the other themes to explain the process of social change creation. Organic organizational structure enables knowledge creation
and integration through the process of organizational learning through deep and continuous social interaction,
or dialogue. Illustrative quotations from the participants are included in the each of the categories to
tell the story of the theory.

ORGANIC ORGANIZATIONAL S TRUCTURE
An appropriate organizational structure is vital to an organization’s success as it provides coordination for organizational processes and facilitates the achievement of collective goals. According to
Van de Ven (1986), organizational structural features play an important role in enhancing the morale,
efficiency, and effectiveness of the organization. Clemmer (1995) found that organizational structures, if inappropriate, can hinder the performance of motivated employees. Organic organizational
structures work well under dynamic conditions and usually have a high level of adaptation. They are
most appropriate for an unstable, turbulent, unpredictable environment and for non-routine tasks.
SEVs in this research typically employed an organic structure that provided employees with decisional autonomy and control over activities, shifting the primary focus from individual performance to
group performance. An organic organizational structure places greater emphasis on social interaction
characterized by discussion, elaboration and continuous refinement of tasks and are, therefore, better
suited for SEVs (T. A.Burns & Stalker, 1961; Courtright, Fairhurst, & Rogers, 1989; Weick, 1987).
Organic structures usually exhibit a low degree of formalization defined as the extent to which policies, procedures, job descriptions, and rules and regulations are codified in writing (Carpenter, Bauer,
& Erdogan, 2010) thus making them amenable to respond quickly and effectively to environmental
challenges by enabling employees to exercise a great deal of discretion.
Since the effectiveness of SEVs depends on their ability to acquire accurate structural knowledge, a
key requirement for their success would be to foster greater flexibility in acquiring, relating, and interpreting information. Such flexibility requires a low degree of formalization of policies and procedures to allow employees to exercise greater autonomy. Hence, SEVs in this research engaged in what
Nonaka (1994) calls “communities of interaction” to facilitate the creation and refinement of structural knowledge. The SEVs that participated in this research exhibited a decentralized structure that
supported collective learning. For example, Randy Barth of THINK Together reported:
The culture at THINK Together promotes a collaborative approach that encourages
employees to combine their diverse knowledge, talents and expertise in flexible,
manageable group-work efforts. This approach aims to foster a supportive structure
that facilitates innovation, efficiency and agility to embrace change and keep up with
rapid growth. We strive to develop, maintain and reward a culture of trust and
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teamwork. To support this we have a matrix organization structure which seems a
natural step to building collaborative organization.
Thus, SEVs put into practice a structure in which authority could be delegated based on structural
knowledge to those who are best able to understand and respond to the issue and not based on the
employee’s position or role in the organization. Jobs are not clearly or precisely defined in such organizations. Positions, roles, job descriptions, and standard operating procedures are broad and generalized rather than specific and specialized (T. A. Burns & Stalker, 1961). Such an organizational
process nurtures the culture of commitment to knowledge creation and sharing among employees.
Keren Nazareth at SAATH explained:
We believe in providing lot of autonomy. There is lot of sense of psychological
ownership among people working at SAATH. The structure is very organic; that allows us to be flexible and the decision power is distributed. We provide that autonomy to our employees as they are many a times more in tune with the community.
We want to understand that and support that. We do question it, but at the end of
the day, we give that person a space to make that decision. In our [organizational]
history, no person has stepped on anyone’s toes when it comes to decision making.
Organic structures foster a consultative communication approach (Courtright et al., 1989) where all
knowledgeable contributors participate in decision-making process irrespective of their position
within the organization. An organic structure facilitates open communication, empowerment, and
delegation of authority creating a path for innovation (Pierce & Delbecq, 1977; Sine, Mitsuhashi, &
Kirsch, 2006). These types of structures also are well suited to organizations dealing with complex
tasks (Hull & Hage, 1982). It facilitates effectiveness, problem solving, responsiveness, flexibility,
adaptability, creativity, and innovation – all critical aspects for complex problem solving (Jonassen et
al., 1993; Maani & Maharaj, 2004; Schein, 1993). Adaptability comes from empowering employees to
be creative, to experiment, and to suggest new ideas. Information sharing coupled with decentralized
decision-making at all levels of the organization facilitates the generation of fast and suitable responses.
Empowerment of and value-added participation by employees is very motivating because it meets
the human need for autonomy, responsibility, challenge, esteem, social interaction, and personal development. This helps SEVs in the development and capitalization of collective intellectual capital
generated by employees at various levels of an organization (Helms, 2006). Sunil Vaghela, Health
Administrator, at Manav Sadhna explained:
I have complete autonomy to do my work. I am given an annual budget and I have
to manage things on my own. If I feel I need to engage in one activity or other at a
particular point of time, I have that autonomy and support from the organization
and that helps in faster resolutions of problems. And I provide the same kind of autonomy to community leaders that I work with. This also facilitates information
flow and helps in identifying emerging issues.
Furthermore, enabling and empowering employees to communicate across traditional organizational
boundaries regardless of position, level, or unit through an organic organizational structure improved SEVs’ ability to sense and respond to environmental changes. As indicated before, in order to
understand and influence structural patterns SEVs must sense changes in signals from the environment, both internal and external, and continually assess and modify their roles, structures, and processes to adapt to environmental needs and respond innovatively to challenges. This requires the coordinated effort of many different actors and integration of activities across functions, knowledge
domains, and contexts. It was found that organic organizational structures facilitated this type of
knowledge creation, integration, and action.
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ORGANIZATIONAL L EARNING
Organizational learning is a useful lens to understand cooperative and communicative processes in
knowledge creation and integration (Dodgson, 1993). Organizational learning enhances organizations’ ability to sense and respond to environmental changes (Flood, 1999). Organizational learning
encompasses both processes and outcomes, occurs in all activities of the organization, and is defined
as “an organization wide continuous process that enhances its collective ability to accept, make sense of, and respond to
internal and external changes” (“Organizational learning”, para 1).
Putting the right organizational structure in place is the first step in creating learning organizations.
The data in this research uncovered that for SEVs, organizational structures that facilitated social
interaction and dialogue were critical for organizational learning and knowledge creation. Solving
complex problems requires tapping into the collective intelligence of groups of knowledgeable people. Learning takes place in a social context and it is the nature and boundaries of the context that
facilitate the identification of the system constraints or bottlenecks (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2011;
Nonaka, 1994; Weick, 1995; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005). The data revealed that to translate
learning into knowledge, the informally shared understanding among various actors needed to be
crystallized as a part of a knowledge network (formal and informal knowledge held by the members of
organization, within written rules, and in the oral transmission of knowledge through routines and
practices). Organizational learning, therefore, is the process of encoding inferences from individual
experiences into routines that guide behavior. Thus, organizational learning led to collective knowledge -the accumulated knowledge of the organization stored in its rules, procedures, routines, and shared
norms (Levitt & March, 1988). This systematic integration and collective interpretation of new
knowledge led to collective action.
This iterative nature of knowledge creation and integration also indicates a tacit and subjective form
of knowledge creation that is deeply rooted in action, commitment, and involvement in the specific
context and requires constant, open, and deep interpersonal communication (Weick, 1995). Dialogue,
therefore, was found to play a critical role in knowledge creation and facilitate the conversion of tacit
knowledge to explicit knowledge. Open communication, delegation of authority, empowerment of
employees and stakeholders, and autonomy led to greater flexibility in acquiring, relating, interpreting, and integrating information and locating bottlenecks. Locating bottlenecks enabled SEVs to influence how these bottlenecks work and how they could be maneuvered to meet the organizations’
mission. SEVs could therefore capitalize on collective intellectual capital and convert the bottlenecks
to leverage points to create social change. For example, the biggest problem that SEWA Bank encountered in its early days was developing a reliable and fair method of accessing the credit worthiness of its clients. These clients were extremely poor, lacked any kind of documentation, and were
most likely illiterate. After many encounters with their clients, field employees suggested considering
tangible and intangible assets such as ownership of cattle, availability of trade equipment, cash savings, jewelry, basic literacy, or having a husband without a drinking problem, as markers of credit
worthiness. This is arguably one of the most innovative features of the SEWA Bank model. This
organizational learning could not have emerged without continuous, long-term and deep interpersonal communication across all levels of the organization, and employee autonomy and empowerment.

C ONTINUOUS AND DEEP SOCIAL I NTERACTION TH ROUGH DIALOGUE
Dialogue is the most fundamental of human skills for complex problem solving (Schein, 1993). Rapidly changing external environments create increased need for learning. Learning organizations accept
change as an ongoing and dynamic process. Engaging in dialogue, disclosing and testing assumptions,
building trust, and generating shared mental models that cut across organizational boundaries are key
characteristics that distinguish learning organizations from other types of organizations (Patterson,
2009). Such organizations collect data from their external environment, translate events through deep
and open communication, and develop shared understanding and conceptual schema (Daft & Weick,
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1984). This is done through what Weick et al. (2005) call sensemaking. In the process of sensemaking,
events are open to interpretation and many possible meanings can be synthesized. Here strong and
supportive leaders clarify values, preferences, and priorities (Patterson, 2009). Thus, leaders are central to the process of creating, sharing, and exploring knowledge at an organizational level (Bryant,
2003). Knowledge creation and organizational learning can be fostered through the appropriate organizational context, as found here, but it also requires strong organizational support and leadership.

Continuous “Samvaad”: From Tacit to Explicit Knowledge
Weick et al. (2005) assert that sensemaking is a social and collective process involving dialogue and
communication, a process of collective thinking that relies on mastering the practice of dialogue and
discussion that work in a complementary fashion (Senge, Kleiner, Roberts, Ross, & Smith, 2010).
Dialogue is central to organizational learning because it holds promise as a means for promoting collective thinking and communication (Bohm, 2014; Isaacs, 2001; Senge et al., 2010). Thus, organizational learning starts with dialogue where employees suspend their assumptions and start thinking
together (Isaacs, 1993). Jayeshbhai Patel, founder of Manav Sadhna, terms this practice “continuous
samvaad” (a Gujarati word that translates to “dialogue” in English). Dialogue, in this context, means a
free-flow of meaning through the group, allowing the discovery insights not attainable individually
(Senge, 1993).
Among other distinct uses and purposes of a dialogue, Gustavsen (1992) has proposed two that are
particularly relevant to SEVs, namely, to defuse conflict and encourage the pooling of ideas or meaning to enable individuals to master complex system realities and become more effective at limiting
self-defeating and unintended consequences. Our tacit ways of thinking govern how we formulate
our views, deal with differences, pay attention, make causal connections which in turn govern the
ways we perceive the world and take action in it (Cowan, David, & Foray, 2000; Nonaka, 1994;
Nonaka & Von Krogh, 2009). Thus, dialogue is a process in which the group learns to watch or experience its own tacit process in action whereby an attempt is made to bring this tacit infrastructure
to the surface, perceive its impact, and alter it (Bohm & Factor, 1985; Isaacs, 2001). In other words,
dialogue provides the platform for the transformation of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge,
which can in turn be converted into organizational routines.
The SEVs in this research provided an environment for individuals to think better collectively, and
create and share knowledge. Organizational knowledge creation by SEVs is a process that amplifies
the knowledge created by individuals and crystallizes it as a part of the knowledge network of an
organization (Dodgson, 1993; Nonaka, 1994). For example, Manav Sadhna promoted organizational
learning through the process of dialogue (or samvaad). Every morning, employees came together, sat
on the floor in a circle, and started their day with a payer from each major world religion. Such an
organization of physical space and organizational routine, provided a sense of equality among employees and facilitates the sharing of experiences and perspectives (Schein, 1993). Then one person
from the group read a passage from Gandhi’s autobiography, My Experiments with Truth, which was
followed by a discussion and elaboration of values underlying the text. This is what Isaacs (2001)
refers to as ‘‘side by side’’ interaction, which encourages free exchange between members to enable
them to learn to talk together. Jayeshbhai encouraged everyone to share his or her experiences with
specific examples. This way, members spoke to the group as a whole rather than speaking directly to
one another. Such a process created an environment in which people can express their differences
without any effort to reconcile them (Isaacs, 2001). This process invited members to reflect on the
quality of language and inquiry they bring to the conversation, and to become self-reflective about
how their filters governed their thinking and acting.
It is important not to misunderstand dialogue as any type of verbal communication. Communication
can be one-way, but dialogue engages all members in a productive exchange of thoughts and ideas.
Isaacs (1993) defines dialogue as, “a sustained collective inquiry into the processes, assumptions, and
certainties that compose everyday experience” (p. 25). Hence dialogue, as understood in this context,
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focuses on thinking processes so that an individual becomes more conscious of his/her thought processes enabling him/her to think better collectively. Dialogue, in the SEVs in this research, was found
to center on the transformation of the quality of tacit thinking that underlay all interactions (Isaacs,
2001). In these SEVs, engaging in the process of dialogue implied developing a capacity to interact in
a way that suspended the habitual processes of thought and meaning that typically controlled members. Reflection coupled with inquiry skills provided the foundation for fruitful dialogue in these organizations as the usage of such skills freed the process of dialogue from particulars of circumstance
(Senge et al., 2010), such as the chemistry among team members. Stefano, Gino, Pisano, and Staats
(2014) have similarly found that reflection is a powerful mechanism by which experiences are translated into learning. They also found that reflection increases ones’ ability to achieve a goal, which in
turn translates to higher rate of learning.

Skilled facilitation using metaphorical language
The data showed that dialogue required a challenging stance of being both an observer and a participant simultaneously requiring the cultivation of reflective awareness and proprioceptive awareness
(awareness of what one is doing as one is doing it). With skilled facilitation, this type of stance triggered meaningful dialogue surrounding the organization’s work and employees’ experiences in the
field. Skilled facilitation was found to be critical for the emergence of insights as the facilitator/leader
modeled how to suspend habitual thought processes, uncover assumptions, and allow insights to
emerge.
Jayeshbhai Patel, founder of Manav Sadhna, enabled members to articulate their perspectives by the
use of metaphorical language to express the meaning and feelings involved in the learning process,
thereby revealing hidden and tacit knowledge that is otherwise difficult to communicate. For instance,
on the topic of mentorship he explained:
Leaders have to balance between molding the employee’s values toward right direction as well as supporting them at each step to realize those values. It is like the
work of a potter, who uses his upper hand to shape the clay to turn in to a beautiful
earthen pot, while always supporting that action by other, invisible, hand from inside
so that the created form retains its shape and does not break.
On the idea of leadership, Jayeshbhai said:
One should not strive to be a “yogi” (preacher), but instead try to be “upyogi”
(helpful). There is no place for assumption or judgement. There is only equality or
viewing each other with equanimity (Samdhristi). When you change your perspective, we change the world around us. I am not here to preach or teach anyone. I am
here to share my thoughts. A leader is the one who centralizes, while a ladder is the
one who decentralizes. In centralization your “I” [ego] becomes capital, in decentralization it becomes small “i”. In decentralization, you have sharing, you have caring.
This can become a movement, a mission. While centralization often evolves ambition. One should try to be a ladder for other to achieve their success, rather than becoming a leader.”
Further, on the idea of success Madhusudan of MAM Movies explained in one of the group sessions:
Success is form of external validation. Once you start following your swagyan (selfunderstanding), you do not require external validation and it does not matter whether you help one person or ten or one hundred in a day. This enlightenment makes
you very fearless of success and failure. And second, it helps you to understand that
you are just an instrument and that helps you with the understanding that MAM
(organization) is just a vehicle and you can do work with or without it.
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And Mimi Silbert of Delancey Street Foundation, wrote on the idea of continuing in the face of difficulties,
I’m like a mother figure. I love them. They love me and we’re climbing a mountain
together. I tell them, “I might be closer to the top of the mountain, and you might
feel closer to the bottom but the truth is; the people at the bottom hold the power.
If you pull in a negative direction, we’ll all fall down the mountain – and Delancey
Street will be over. If you pull each other up, we’ll all make it up. And the pie is big
enough for all of us, so here we go.” (McCoy, 2014)
Social interaction is the key and is accomplished through communal living and with
open interactions with various elements of community. The stress is on fun, humor,
and interpersonal communication skills (Silbert, 1984).
The usage of metaphors is an effective method of converting tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge
(Nonaka, 1994). “The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in
terms of another” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 5). Metaphors enable individuals to experience new
behaviors by making inferences from models of other behaviors. While perception through prototype is in many cases limited to concrete, mundane concepts, metaphor plays an important role in
associating abstract, imaginary concepts. When two concepts are presented in a metaphor, it is possible not only to think of their similarity, but also to make comparisons that discern the degree of imbalance, contradiction or inconsistency involved in their association.
Metaphors enable the finding of fresh ways of seeing, understanding and shaping the situation we
want to organize and manage (Morgan, 2006). The latter process becomes the basis for creating new
meaning. Some metaphors provide familiar ways of thinking while others develop new insights and
perspectives. Overall, metaphors can generate a range of complementary and competing insights and
help to build on the strengths of different perspectives. Additionally, metaphors serve as a way of
creating a network of concepts that can help generate future knowledge using existing information.
Hence, the process of dialogue is a creative, cognitive process that relates seemingly disparate concepts within an individual's cognitive schema. Dialogue thus becomes a vehicle for thinking generatively, creatively, and importantly thinking together. It facilitates the natural flow of conversations and
allows members to be self-reflective.
This continuous interplay of enhancing the creation of tacit knowledge through self-reflection with
relevant aspects of explicit knowledge improves the total quality of the individual’s structural
knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). At MAM Movies, for example, the regular sharing of experiences enabled this. Sharing experiences through dialogue facilitated the creation of common perspectives and
helped establish a common basis for understanding each other and the organization’s goals and objectives. Thus, social interaction through dialogue created shared understanding and common interpretive schemas that could then facilitate organizational learning.

Activating organizational values using dialogue
This research found that dialogue served the purpose of preserving the organizational values and
keeping them cognitively active as exemplified by Jayeshbhai Patel’s role in tying organizational learning to organizational values at the end of each such session of “samvaad” or dialogue. For example,
Manav Sadhna displayed its values all across the organization -- “Happiness depends on what you
can give and not what you can get”; “Service to mankind”; “Home for the underprivileged”, “Be the
change you want to see in this world.”
Verplanken and Holland (2002) have found that individuals make choices consistent with their values
when those values are cognitively activated. Thus, the knowledge generated along with cognitively
active organizational values facilitates behavior and processes that crystallize the new knowledge into
behavior and routines. Such a learning process creates strong organizational culture that encourages
normative behavior (Schein, 1993). Organizational culture is defined here as (a) a pattern of basic
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assumptions, (b) invented, discovered, or developed by a given group, (c) as it learns to cope with its
problems of external adaptation and internal integration, (d) that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore (e) is to be taught to new members as the (f) correct way to perceive,
think, and feel in relation to those problems (Schein, 1990). Values have been found to influence habitual behavior through affective mechanisms (Bardi & Schwartz, 2003). Social interaction, therefore,
has the capacity to generate synergy. That is, the added value results not from the cumulative effects
of elements present in the milieu but from the interaction. Thus, the practice of dialogue helps SEVs
strengthen organizational learning and better realize their organizational values.
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Figure 1: Knowledge Creation and Organizational Learning through Dialogue
The core of the grounded theory of dialogue in the context of trans-sector TD problem solving
organizations presented here is built on the premise that the effect of people’s shared attention can
alter the quality and level of inquiry possible at any particular time. People can gradually learn to refine their modes of collective awareness to promote increasingly more subtle and intelligent modes
of interaction. The process is very demanding, and at times frustrating; it is also deeply rewarding.
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Figure 1 depicts graphically the relationships between the constructs that emerged from the data and
centrality of dialogue in the process of knowledge creation, organizational learning, and collective
action.
Below, we use the case of Self-Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) Bank to clarify the linkages
between these concepts and explain how they are critical to the creation and sustenance of positive
social change.

THE PROCESS OF SOCIAL CHANGE: THE CASE OF SEWA BANK
SEWA Bank was started against all odds – the clients were illiterate, there was no system to evaluate
the credit worthiness of clients, and the savings deposited were marginal. And yet, SEWA bank shattered the myth that the poor are not bankable and turned their bank into a viable, profitable, financial
venture without any aid or subsidy year after year since its inception in early 1970s by devising new
and innovative solutions to all these problems (Bhatt, 2005).

C OMPLEXITY OF TH E S OCIAL P ROBLEM
The informal or unorganized sector constitutes about 50% of the GDP of India and provides livelihood to almost 90% of the work force (Government of India, 2012; Kabra, 2003; Sakthivel &
Joddar, 2006). The unorganized sector in India consists of people who earn their living through their
own small business or by selling their own labor. Despite their hard work and significant contribution
to the national economy, they do not have access to financial services (Bhatt, 2005). Hence, they face
two major challenges – lack of working capital and non-ownership of assets. As a result, a big portion of their little income goes toward interest on working capital and renting trade equipment. Paying high interest leads to the lack of business infrastructure, which in turn leads to the lack of capital,
savings, and assets. The Government of India has attempted, in the form of various financial
schemes implemented by nationalized banks, to help the unorganized sector gain access to financial
services (Bhatt, 2005). However, these have not been effective in uplifting the self-employed poor in
the informal sector, largely owing to the structure of banking in India. For example, most workers in
the unorganized sector live hand to mouth, which is very labor intensive. They have no time bring
their earnings to the bank during regular bank hours. Also, they need to make frequent deposits in
order to be able to save or else they spend everything they earn. Furthermore, it is uneconomical for
them to spend money on transportation to the bank for small amounts of money that have to be
deposited frequently. Even for those who are a little better off economically, in order to get a loan
they need collateral deposits and a strong credit history. They need to be literate to be able to open a
bank account, to be able to fill out the forms, and they need some type of asset to qualify for a loan.
Thus, these structural conditions limit the benefits of government initiated financial schemes for
participants in the informal sector. The system boundaries are so rigidly defined that the entities involved are not able to understand each other’s needs. Banks implementing such financial schemes to
help the poor do not understand their clients and do not have adequate means to measure the credit
worthiness of self-employed people. The poor feel intimidated by the formal office and banking environments, where they would have to deposit a crumbled pile of currency in small denomination. At
the same time, bankers have a distrust of the poor and are condescending toward them and their
economic activities.

I NNOVATIVENESS OF SEVS: ORGANIZATIONAL C ONTEXT, ORGANIC
S TRUCTURE , E COLOGY OF TH E S OCIAL P ROBLEM
SEWA established their own bank (SEWA Bank) in 1974. It was based on the cooperative model
where members were also the shareholders of the bank. To remain true to their cooperative model,
not only are the banking services for poor women, the management is also comprised of poor women (Bhatt, 2005). Thus, there was a strong alignment of interests and objectives between the board,
the management, and the customers. The women who constituted the bank were the women for
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whom the bank was constituted. Therefore, the bank was able to comprehend their customers’ needs
as it was the same critical mass of women who demanded and provided the services. SEWA bank
employed unconventional systems thinking principles to build a banking system for their clientele.
Perseverance, egalitarianism, inclusion, and participation are actively incorporated into meetings and
organizational practices (Blaxall, 2004). The organizational structure encouraged experimentation and
learning and willingness to take advantage of the partnership.
To tackle the challenge of illiteracy, SEWA Bank started providing photo identity cards for account
holders and supplemented it with a dedicated person in the bank to help anyone with the forms and
other paperwork. SEWA Bank devised a door-to-door service and a daily collection schedule to facilitate and cultivate the habit of saving. Such a flexible system, coupled with decentralized decisionmaking power, promoted motivation and commitment in employees. This made the system boundaries porous and gave them the ability to understand their customers’ needs. Empowered employees
developed their own system of assessing credit worthiness of their customers. For example, availability of trade equipment, cash, savings, jewelry, a roof over their head, real estate, owning a cow or
other animals, food ration card, or having any certificate or license, are considered valuable assets by
SEWA Bank. SEWA bank also takes into account intangible assets such as education, basic literacy,
number of children, a husband without a drinking problem, in-laws who are liberal and allow a woman to work outside the house, when assessing the credit worthiness of a client. It took a combination
of unconventional thinking and a constant reevaluation of clients’ needs through continuous dialogue to identify assets that clients can turn into capital and build and sustain successful banking
model for the poor (Bhatt, 2005).
Further, bank frontline workers, known as ‘bank-saathis’, who typically belong to the same community and live in the same neighborhood as customers, help identify these assets, and help with the daily
collection of savings. They also assist with loan application assessments. They have considerable autonomy in assessing the customers’ credit worthiness. SEWA bank, like other SEVs in this study, has
an organic organizational structure whereby decision-making power is based on knowledge rather
than position. Such practices allow the creation of new knowledge, which is then crystallized into
predictable organizational routines. The leadership at SEWA bank facilitated the establishment of
participatory management and behavioral practices to reduce the social distance between the management and the community members. This included regular rotation of office holders, highly compressed pay scales, a stable core management cadre, and a conscious policy of developing new leaders (Blaxall, 2004). SEWA bank understood that in order to serve their customers effectively, they
need to understand their work and their requirements. Through bank-saathis, SEWA bank refined its
structural knowledge and understanding of interconnections among different social variables, which
was then codified into organizational routines.
At the same time, SEWA Bank understands the ecology of the social problem and provides other
supportive services such as, advice on how to cook and feed a family with limited resources and
where and how to spend money. It also provides assistance in finding the best and most affordable
deals for purchasing trade equipment, so that customers can start exercising financial discipline. The
bank also identifies potential areas where it can provide supplementary help such as legal services,
medical services, insurance, capacity building, and marketing knowhow to its clients. For the extreme
poor, whose credit worthiness is impossible to assess, or where the identity of a person cannot be
verified, the Bank helps them in procuring a ration card, a voting card, or an electricity connection. In
addition, to equip women in making sound financial choices, the bank conducts training programs,
where women can learn about financial planning. The Bank also places great importance on the redemption of old debts with moneylenders, pawnshops, or property owners as it frees women from
life-long indebtedness and helps to increase their bargaining power with wholesalers and suppliers.
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C RYSTALLIZATION OF SOCIAL C H ANGE
Once a saving pattern is established, things start turning around. Women feel more self-confident
once they realize they have money accumulating in their account. Bhatt (2005) notes that when financial tensions ease for women, their husband’s attitude softens and they start considering women as
partners rather than a burden. Gradually, women begin to have a voice in the family, and family-byfamily and neighborhood-by-neighborhood; social change starts to gain momentum. Wilson (1996)
argues that individual change is a prerequisite for community and social change. Page and Czuba
(1999) refer to this phenomenon as empowerment, which is a “multi-dimensional social process that
helps people gain control over their own lives” (para 11).
Over years, the bond between SEWA Bank and the women they serve became stronger and most
women developed a strong support structure to help them realize their dreams. This process of raising the status of women individually and collectively is a long-term process that involves hard work
by many. Continuous social support leads to greater awareness of new opportunities. This is a subconscious process whereby society gradually progresses as knowledge of new forms of social institutions spreads over time (Jacobs & Asokan, 1999). Social entrepreneurs play a key role in making this
knowledge broadly available. Though social entrepreneurs or leaders appear to act individually, they
are conscious and enlightened representatives of the society and hence their role should be viewed in
that light (Cleveland & Jacobs, 1999). The success of SEVs encourages subsequent imitation and
propagation in their immediate communities and beyond. Growing success leads to the assimilation
of the new practices in the society and over the course of time these practices become regularized
and institutionalized.

CONCLUSION
This research employs a social ecological perspective (Stokols, 2018) to develop a grounded theory of
knowledge creation and organizational learning in trans-sector TD problem solving contexts, such as
social entrepreneurial ventures. Three salient conclusions emerge from this study of the social
change process in seven SEVs in India and the US.
(1) Dialogue and its ability to generate knowledge networks and collective wisdom play a vital role in
the complex problem solving and social change process. We developed a grounded theoretical
framework elucidating the role of dialogue in the process of social change creation and sustenance
with particular attention to the organizational conditions and context.
(2) This research highlighted how the appropriate organizational context can support dialogue, promote the generation of individual and organizational learning, amplify the knowledge created by individuals, and allow the crystallization of knowledge as a part of the knowledge network of the organization, which in turn leads to collective wisdom and action. Key elements of such an organizational context include (a) understanding the ecology of the social problem; (b) organic organizational structure;
(c) continuous and deep social interaction among all levels of the organization through dialogue; (d) employee and
community autonomy and empowerment; and (e) attention to subtle environmental changes in the system. These elements in combination lead to the creation of collective wisdom. Collective wisdom then feeds back
into the conception, planning, and action stages of the iterative cycle of organizational knowledge
creation to create positive social change. Figure 1 maps the relationship between the various categories and sub-categories that emerged from the data.
(3) At the same time, this research identified the nature and characteristics of the dialogic process
that lead to the generation of organizational learning and collective wisdom – continuous samvaad
(open and deep communication), skilled facilitation using metaphorical language, and cognitive activation of
organizational values to promote organizational norms.
In summary, we found that in order to create and sustain positive social change, SEVs first understand the interconnections between the components of the social structure that produce and main-
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tain social continuity and collective social norms. This ecological understanding of the dynamic nature of the structure of the social problem is gained through a process of questioning and probing,
experimentation, evaluation, and learning. Gaining knowledge of the ecology of the social problem
is an iterative process, understood progressively at various levels of analysis (individual, organizational, societal) and requires the coordinated effort of many different actors and the integration of activities across functions and knowledge domains. It was found that multiple actors at different levels of
the organization are engaged in a continuous and iterative cycle of conception, planning, and action.
Each action, in turn, produces both intended and unintended consequences. Through consolidation
and accumulation, these consequences result in the creation and refinement of structural knowledge.
Structural knowledge can be tacit or explicit. Tacit and subjective forms of knowledge creation need
constant, open, and deep interpersonal communication to convert them into explicit knowledge. This
transformation was found to be facilitated by dialogue. Dialogue aided the creation of shared understanding and common interpretive schemas, while empowering the community and building collaborative community capacity, and led to the creation of collective wisdom. This wisdom fuels the next
round of conception, planning, and action as structural knowledge is further refined through this
iterative process of gaining ecological understanding.
In addition to ecological understanding, the ability to sense internal and external environmental
changes is required for the organization to adapt to these changes. This in turn depends on actors’
(employees, community, and other stakeholders) ability to acquire, relate, and interpret information.
Organizational structures that promote empowerment and autonomy are better suited to promote
ecological understanding of the social problem, sense external changes, and create structural
knowledge. Such an organizational context fosters effective problem solving, flexibility, adaptability,
creativity, and innovation.
The research methodology employed in this study is progressive and discovery based. It is interpretative, emphasizes thick description of multiple cases, and is contextually sensitive. It emphasizes the
meaning of experiences and behavior in context and its full complexity. The method provides a richer and deeper understanding of trans-sector TD problem solving using the case of social entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurial ventures compared to a quantitative approach that can provide
greater generalizability. However, this approach also has number of limitations. For instance, the
range and number of SEVs that can be studied is limited. It was not possible to study a broader
range of SEVs that likely would have yielded additional insights, due to geographical, language, economic, time, and other constraints. Further, there are some limitations inherent to qualitative methodology. For example, since only a small group of cases or organizations are studied, the results
might not be generalizable to all contexts and populations. Additionally, it may be difficult to disentangle interviewee biases in interview data. However, the research presented here did not rely solely
on interview data. Cross-validation strategies such as data triangulation were used to gain a deeper
understanding of the organizations and groups involved and avoid interviewee biases.
Limitations notwithstanding, several novel lines of research can be pursued based on the findings of
this research. For example, this research provides a foundation for modeling theoretically and studying empirically the ecology of social entrepreneurship and trans-sector TD problem solving more
broadly-- especially the ways in which the personal attributes of social entrepreneurs (e.g., their leadership style, networking abilities) combine with circumstances at organizational, institutional, and
international levels to influence the effectiveness of their efforts to promote positive social change
within local and global communities. Second, the grounded theoretical framework developed here
should be further refined and elaborated through the identification of additional key contextual factors that affect SEVs’ capacity to promote positive social change and to achieve sustainability in different socio-environmental contexts. That is, we need to dig deeper into the processes by which the
innovations created by SEVs are diffused into societal as a whole, thereby influencing the actions of
other entities such as governmental, corporate, and non-profit organizations. We also need a better
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understanding how we can replicate the efforts of SEVs when the social problem and its effects are
not immediately apparent or visible—as in the case of global climate change.
Finally, while our findings shed light on the key elements and processes that social enterprises employ
in their efforts to create positive social change and alleviate some of the most complex and longstanding social problems of our time, much remains to be done. Future research needs to translate
these ideas in ways that discursively promote integration of knowledge relevant to the social problem, creation of more inclusive problem solving contexts and practices, and mutual understanding
and deliberation among participants of trans-sector TD problem solving contexts.
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